Webjet and Travelport extend partnership with Zuji acquisition New agreement will see Zuji
transitioning to Travelport GDS
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Travelport, a leading provider of critical transaction processing solutions and data for the global
travel industry, has today announced that, following the recent acquisition of Zuji, Webjet has
appointed Travelport as Zuji’s global distribution partner. Webjet, who has a long term
partnership with Travelport, has already begun the migration of Zuji onto its GDS platform.

Webjet, the largest online travel agency (OTA) in Australia and New Zealand, enables
customers to easily search and book the best domestic and international flights, travel
insurance, car hire and hotel accommodation worldwide. Travelport has been the exclusive
GDS and air content provider for Webjet for many years. With this extended partnership, Zuji
customers in Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong will soon have access to Travelport’s
technology and wealth of content – including airlines’ web fares and full published inventories.

“Zuji’s leadership in Asia, where it is the number one OTA for air ticket sales in both Singapore
and Hong Kong, makes it a critical component of our geographic growth strategy. Travelport
has been our trusted partner for many years and we look forward to extending our relationship
through the Zuji business. The partnership will ensure that we are delivering superior content to
our Zuji customer base, as well as providing a streamlined workflow throughout our expanded
organization,” said John Guscic, Managing Director, Webjet.

“We are delighted that Webjet, one of Travelport’s largest OTA partners, has experienced such
significant growth and we believe their recent acquisition of Zuji positions them well for further
expansion in to Asia and beyond. It is exciting to be able to play a role in this growth plan and
we look forward to introducing Travelport to Zuji as well as providing unparalleled travel content
to Zuji’s customers,” said Patrick Andres, Vice President and Regional Managing Director, AsiaPacific, Travelport.

Travelport, Webjet and Zuji are working closely to ensure an efficient and seamless migration
takes place in the coming months.

